
Linking Lights to Remote ZonesLinking Lights to Remote ZonesLinking Lights to Remote ZonesLinking Lights to Remote Zones    
    
Linking a Receiver to the RemoteLinking a Receiver to the RemoteLinking a Receiver to the RemoteLinking a Receiver to the Remote    
1. Switch off the main power supply to the light 
2. Restore power and within 3 seconds, choosing one of the “Zone On” (I) buttons, press the button 

until the light begins flashing. It will flash 3 times, indicating that the receiver is now linked to that 
numbered zone and can be controlled via the remote. 

 
Activating a ZoneActivating a ZoneActivating a ZoneActivating a Zone    
To activate a specific zone, depress the “Zone On” (I) button. The zone is no active and commands will 
only affect lights linked to that zone. 
 
Unlinking a Light to the RemoteUnlinking a Light to the RemoteUnlinking a Light to the RemoteUnlinking a Light to the Remote    
1. Check which zone the receiver is linked to. This can be done by testing the Zone On/Off controls for 

each zone on the remote control. 
2. Switch off the main power supply to the light, by unplugging the receiver from the driver or by turn-

ing off the power at the light switch. 
3. Restore power and within 3 seconds, press one of the “Zone On” (I) buttons 5 times or until the light 

flashes 10 times, indicating that the light has been unlinked.  
 
Night Light modeNight Light modeNight Light modeNight Light mode: Hold either the Master Off or Zone Off buttons. The lights will now consume 0.4watts 
only 
 
Further info: Further info: Further info: Further info: For further instructions on how to set up the 4 zone remote and receivers please refer to the 
videos section on our Website  http: / /www.sycamorelightingltd.co.uk/videos/ 

1.Technical Parameters (Remote Control)1.Technical Parameters (Remote Control)1.Technical Parameters (Remote Control)1.Technical Parameters (Remote Control)    
Power Supply : 2 x AAA Batteries 
 
2. Technical Parameters (Receiver)2. Technical Parameters (Receiver)2. Technical Parameters (Receiver)2. Technical Parameters (Receiver)    
Working Voltage:  DC 12V-24V 
Control Current :   6A/circuit 
Receiving Range :  30 metres 
 
Grouping: You can add endless numbers of receivers to a zone on the 4 
channel remote control making you completely flexible in creating different 
combinations. 
 
 

RF 4 Channel LED Remote Controller RF 4 Channel LED Remote Controller RF 4 Channel LED Remote Controller RF 4 Channel LED Remote Controller     


